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Get the buzz on bugs in this Classic Board Book edition of Some Bugs by bestselling author Angela

DiTerlizzi!Grab your magnifying glass! Find your field guide! And come hop, hide, swim, and glide

through this buggy backyard world! Featuring butterflies and moths, crickets and cicadas,

bumblebees and beetles, this zippy rhyming exploration of backyard-bug behavior is sure to have

young insect enthusiasts bugging out with excitement!
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PreS-Kâ€”Visually detailed, this solid offering offers brief descriptions of a variety of bugs.

Mixed-media illustrations emphasize textures and patterns as the insects creep, inch, and flutter

along each page. Various perspectives place the bugs as the dominant focus on the scene as they

invade each spread. The crisp, rhyming text perfectly suits this fast-paced read-aloud. "Some bugs

STING./Some bugs BITE./Some bugs STINK./And some bugs FIGHT!" The simple sentences

emphasize the action and appearance of these creepy crawlies. Bold capitalized words highlight

each specific sound and action. The bugs are viewed in a variety of outdoor settings, against a

backdrop of striking leaves, thick branches, and on top of bubbling water. A dramatic final spread

encourages young naturalists to explore the great outdoors. "So kneel/down close,/LOOK/very

hard,/and find/SOME BUGS/in your backyard!" Colorful endpapers provide labeled drawings of



dozens of bugs. DiTerlizzi demonstrates that it is a bug's world after all, and what a beautiful world

indeed.â€”Meg Smith, Cumberland County Public Library, Fayetteville, NC --This text refers to an

out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Hereâ€™s a bright, breezy picture book spotlighting many varieties of bugs, a word used loosely

here to include everything from insects to spiders to scorpions. Although the book opens with a

plump cat stepping into the yard, the words and pictures focus on the many small species living

there. Each turn of the page takes viewers to a small habitat, where they can observe the bugs in a

flower garden, by an old log, or in a little pond. The rhyming text moves along quickly in short

phrases: â€œSome bugs FLUTTER. / Some bugs CRAWL. / Some bugs / curl up in a / BALL.â€•

Offering a roundup of the critters appearing in the book, the final spread shows them again, along

with labels such as â€œSTINKBUG,â€• â€œBOLL WEEVIL,â€• and â€œHUMMINGBIRD HAWK

MOTH.â€• The collage-like mixed-media artwork offers vivid views of the yard and its inhabitants.

Fine for reading aloud, this lively picture book encourages kids to look for wildlife in their own

backyards. Preschool-Grade 1. --Carolyn Phelan --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.

We just got this book for 2 days and my 4 year old bug chaser loves it! I thought it would be too

simple for him but he really enjoyed this beautiful book. The pictures are so pretty & included a good

variety of different bugs. I really like that it included a key of the bugs with their name at the end so

clueless mom like me can tell their kid what the bugs are called. The text is simple but rhymed well.

I was surprised that my son can almost recite the whole book in 2 days. He's learning the alphabets

at preschool but hasn't been too interested. However he's somehow interested in this book enough

that when I read it he seems to be trying to recognize the words!!

This is my 20 month old daughter's favorite book. It goes through a bunch of common bugs are

describes some very basic characteristics of the bugs. She likes to read this, and repeat the sounds

that some of the bugs make. Overall would recommend.

This book is a must-have for every child. The language is fun, the information is educational and

playful, and the illustrations are spectacular. Every time I read this to my children, they are

immediately inspired to hunt for some bugs!



Darling illustrations!! Easy for my 2 year old to understand. I really like this book a lot. After we are

done the babes always says "more" because she wants me to read it again.

This is a very cute little book about bugs. It shows a lot of different types of insects which my son

likes. I'm pleased with my purchase.

This is a fun book. The illustrations are cute and appealing. The writing is simple, but it's catchy and

for kids who like bugs it's a great read. It's got a nice read aloud quality and there's a ton for a child

to pore over in the pictures. We borrowed it from the library and while my 4 year old enjoyed it, it

was a little young for him, so we bought it as a present for his 2.5 year old cousin instead. It was a

hit. I'm not sure I would have bought it for myself, as there's not much to it, but as a gift, it's great.

FANTASTIC ILLUSTRATIONS and wonderful, easy text. It's rhyming and informative. Not to be

missed!!

They list the proper names of insects in the back, scientific and all! Love it.
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